Добро пожаловать! Welcome to Russian 302! This course employs an applied, interactive approach with emphasis on reading, writing and oral expression. Readings include selections from classics and contemporary press and literature. Grammar is reinforced through composition and exercises.

**Required Course Materials:**

- **Textbook:** *Mir Russkikh: The World of the Russians Textbook*, By American Council Teachers of Russian (Corlac).
- **Exercise Book:** *Mir Russkikh: The World of the Russians Exercise Book* By American Council Teachers of Russian (Corlac).
- **Canvas, Russ 302** (for quizzes, handouts, etc)

**Requirements for Continuing students:**

- Online Quizzes 45%
- Final Video projects 35%
- H/w, Attend, Participation 20%

**Requirements for Russian heritage students***:

- Tests 50%
- Final essay 50%
- No exams

*Heritage Russian students have to discuss their situation with the course instructor.*
THE UNIVERSITY’S VALUES AND POLICIES:

UBC provides resources to support student learning and to maintain healthy lifestyles but recognizes that sometimes crises arise and so there are additional resources to access including those for survivors of sexual violence. UBC values respect for the person and ideas of all members of the academic community. Harassment and discrimination are not tolerated nor is suppression of academic freedom. UBC provides appropriate accommodation for students with disabilities and for religious and cultural observances. UBC values academic honesty and students are expected to acknowledge the ideas generated by others and to uphold the highest academic standards in all of their actions. Details of the policies and how to access support are available here:

https://senate.ubc.ca/policies-resources-support-student-success